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Under 21s Advance to Semi 

 

How appropriate it was. As the Boden Drama Group take the stage with their final production 

of “Many Young Men of Twenty”, Ballyboden’s young hurlers of that vintage served up a 

superb performance of their own in Sancta Maria on Saturday 15th November in defeating 



keen rivals Kilmacud Crokes in the Dublin U21 Hurling Championship quarter-final. 

The game was played in perfect, still, calm November conditions as Crokes were first to 

attack the Boden goal. A fine save by a focused Conor Dooley was followed by a pinpoint 

clearance to Gavin Corrigan, who opened the scoring for the home side. As expected, there 

was not much between these two fine teams and scores were exchanged throughout the first 

quarter with the sides level four times in that period. James Madden and Tom Hanafin led the 

defence and in midfield, Conor Robinson was his usual industrious self. When Naoise Greene 

put Boden ahead 6 points to 5, it signalled a good spell for Boden. This was followed by a 

masterful display of long-range scoretaking when Jamie Desmond slotted over four 65’s. 

Crokes clawed their way back to near parity at the end of the first half, mainly through the 

efforts of Caolan Conway to leave the half-time score at Boden 0-11 Crokes 0-9. 

The second half required a statement and Eoghan O’Neill delivered it with two superb points 

from the left. Again Crokes responded, with Robert Murphy delivering good ball to the 

forwards. The sides were level again after ten minutes at 14 points each. Boden steadied and 

with Dónal Butler playing an increasingly influential role at half-back, began to get the 

upper  hand. This was Boden’s best period and all lines were working well – Tom Hanafin 

and Kenneth Wigglesworth cleaning up at the back with Colm O’Neill and Adam Jermyn 

providing the link to the full-forward line, the chances came. One of these arrived in the 20th 

minute when James Roche got his hand on the ball, was fouled and allowed to keep going by 

referee Dave O’Donovan, shook off another tackle and pinged the ball to the net. 

This now left eight between the teams and surely the win would become a reality. Crokes 

piled forward and got a late goal but with Conor Dooley in the last few minutes, as he did in 

the first, minding the net with great authority, the home team won out on a scoreline of 1-23 

to 1-17. An early winter boost and great credit to both teams for the game they played in front 

of a fine crowd.  Boden look forward to the semi-final in a couple of weeks. 

 

Isles Pip Boden in Battle of Finglas 

Ballyboden Minor B Hurlers lost by the narrowest of margins in the championship semi-final 

on Sunday morning. On an unkind, but deemed “playable” surface, the contest boiled down 

to a frenetic last five minutes and who had the wherewithal to conjure up a winning score. 

With Bodens attackers pondering the classic “chicken and egg scenario”, Isles Mark 

Morrison launched one off the “sweet spot” from all of 70 yards and topped Oisin Carolans 

goal by a few feet. In the remaining minute Boden could not get an attack going and had to 

give way to the worthy winners. 

Boden were quickest out of the traps and gave the fine travelling support a good feeling about 

where the spoils were going. Man of the half, Ciaran Ryan was fouled early on and Ruairi 

Kirwan stepped up and did the honours. Cillian Byrne found Ryan with a long ball and he 

pointed with ease. Isles Liam Sheridan responded with a fine score, before it was Ryan again 

on target. Aaron Coffey for Boden did all the hard work, but his shot was easily thwarted by 

the goalman. Isles impressive Conor Kearney landed a free, Kirwan responding from play. 

Kearney was enjoying his Sunday outing, if can be judged by his fine score from out the 

country. Score 4 to 3, Boden to the good. 

Now enter Isles Ciaran Whelan, a speedy operator, he loses his caman in an exchange, but 

continues”soccer-style”, tidings of whats to come, and almost regains possession for an 

opportunity. Kearney tied the game before Coffey assists Tommy Deane for a grand score. 

Coffey gets his own reward, a point, after Byrne set him up. The half continued with Boden 



dominant, Ryan, Coffey and Byrne (a monster free) all on target. Sheridan for Isles notched a 

fine response. Again Ryan thought he had pointed,  his shot hit the upright, but Kirwan was 

the quickest to respond and goaled. This woke up the Isles and particularly Whelan. He 

dodged several tackles to kick to the net, a fine response. 

Half Time, Boden 1.8 Erins Isle 1.5. 

Bodens second half was more about defending than attacking and Peadar MacMahuna and 

the O’Flaherty’s, Michael and Kevin showed fine qualities. However one man stood tallest in 

the Boden defence and earned the MVP tag, Barry Lyons was nothing but efficiency itself in 

mopping up Isles attacks. Kearney and Coffey exchanged points, before Kirwan had work to 

do and split the posts. 1.10 to 1.6. The middle third was becoming something a war zone, 

with Isles shading it. Boden introduced Michael O’Brien to match the high tempo and his 

contribution was noteworthy. 

However the Isles attacks kept coming faster than Boden could deal with them. 

King and O’Neill for the home side narrowed the deficit and the pressure was on big time! 

Byrne kept the scoreboard ticking over with a free, but that was Bodens last score with about 

7 minutes left. With the pitch cutting up badly, Jake Thornton was quickest to react to a 

breaking ball and he planted it to the corner of the net to tie the contest. Boden could not find 

a way to break the siege and had to give way to Morrison’s winning score on 59 minutes. 

Best of luck to Isles in the final and hard luck, after a great season, to Dan Boland’s 

squad, expertly coached by Naoise and Niall. Thanks to all who helped out. 

Boden: Oisin Carolan, Barry Lyons, Peadar MacMahuna, Michael O’Flaherty, Kevin 

O’Flaherty, Cillian Byrne, Hugh Keller, Mark McGee, Eoin Kelly, Tommy Deane, Christian 

Mullen, Ciaran Ryan, Aaron Coffey, Ruairi Kirwan, Rory Knight, Michael O’Brien, Karl 

Weldon, Rob Byrne. 

  

  

 



 

 

 

Ladies Football - Climb4Clare 
 

CLIMB4CLARE   WALK 

On Sunday afternoon  last  a large group of   over  150   took part in the Walk for 



Climb4Claire . The weather conditions were just perfect as people gathered in the Club Car 

park . After a lively warm up session at the Club  the group decked out in pink tee shirts 

headed  off to the Hell Fire Club  en route up the Knocklyon Road and up  Stocking Lane. 

The pace was brisk and  as we started the Climb up Stocking Lane we knew this was no walk 

in the Park!   All along the route  we were chaperoned by members of the Walking Club lead 

by Conor Sheehan  who  kept the group together and insured  road safety  was upheld  by 

all.  By the time we reached The Hell Fire Car Park  the drive to get to the top 

was  so  important to all.  The majority of the group took the steeper route and this was the 

one part of the walk that there was no chatting! Meanwhile the buggy walkers took the longer 

path around the hill lead by the O’Regan family. 

Finally after walking over an hour and half reaching the top of the hill everyone was 

rewarded with the spectacular  views that the good weather aloud on the day.   This walk for 

sure was a real Climb and  those present  displayed a  great sense of 

achievement,  remembering  what the occasion was all about.   As the walkers decended back 

down the hill  Claire Clark had made the journey out to the Hell Fire Carpark  to meet 

everyone. This remarkable and courage’s young woman who is at an advanced stage of her 

illness   conveyed her huge appreciation and thanked  the group for  their efforts in 

supporting the CLIMB charity.   

 

The Walkers headed off down the hill with some taking a well  earned  break in 

the  Timbertrove Tea Rooms and then continued back to the Club House. The organising 

Committee would like to thank everyone for the great support they received  on the day.  A 

special thanks to Liam Cunningham and Denis Hughes for the leading the group in their 

vehicles and taking photos on the day. To Mick Farrell Bar Manager for providing 

refreshments to the hungry crew as they returned and to the many others that contributed to 

making this day a success. 

If anyone would still like to contribute to the ClIMB4CLARE Charity the can contact 

Louise Kelly at  loukelly78@gmail.com 

Facebook Page click HERE 

http://www.bodengaa.ie/home/ladies_football.506.ladiesfootball.html 
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Football News - AGM Mon Dec 1st 

U21 Championship 

Our U21 footballers get their Championship underway V Cuala this Saturday at 2.15pm in 

PUM. The lads need your support as ever in this knockout match. We’re sure you wont be 

disappointed by the quallity of football on offer. See poster. 

 

Minor Championship 

Our Minor A’s game against Castleknock goes ahead this weekend and it’s crucial for the 

team to win well to progress as this probably will go down to score difference. The B’s face a 

tough quarter final tie away against Erins Isle while the C’s are up against St.Vincents second 

team, another tough game away from home. Please support our 3 teams this Sunday. See 

poster. 

AGM 

The AGM of the Adult Football Section of the club will take place on: 

Monday 1st December 2014 

At 9.00 p.m. in the clubhouse 

Elections will be held for the posts of: 

Chairman 

Vice Chairman 

Secretary 

Football Registrar 

Football Treasurer 

County Board Football Delegate 

Football Board Delegate 

 

Nominations for the elective positions and motions for the Club AGM should be with the 

Football Secretary, not later than 9.00 p.m. on Monday 24th November 2014 

Nomination papers may be obtained from any member of the Football Committee and should 

be completed and returned to the Clubhouse for attention of the Football Secretary. Please 

also inform either Football Secretary or Football Chairman to ensure that no nominations are 



overlooked. 

Padraig Cullinane 

Secretary, Football Section 

Email : padraig.cullinane@gmail.com 

Football Managers 2015 

Applications are now invited for the positions of Manager of all our Adult football Teams for 

2015. 

 

If you wish to express an interest in any of these positions please submit your application in 

strictest confidence to football Chairman Ger Flaherty at flahertyger@gmail.com before 

Tuesday 2nd Decemeber 2014. You may submit an application for more than one position 

but please indicate clearly which Team(s) you are applying to manage. 

It takes time, commitment, dedication and possibly even a little bit of madness to run a team 

but the rewards are massive, the camaradarie, the sense of togetherness and of course being a 

part of our wonderful club make it a job that gives back as much as you put in so please don’t 

be backward in coming forward! You’ll be joining an excellent group of managers and 

coaches already working within the club but always seeking new ideas and fresh thinking. 

We would like to take this opportunity to thank all our Managers and their assistants for their 

huge efforts in managing our football teams in 2014. 

  

 

  
 
 

 

  
 
 

 

Camogie News - AGM 
 

CAMOGIE SECTION - ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

Tuesday 2nd December 2014 AT 8.00pm 

Motions for the AGM, Nominations for Officer positions and other positionson 

theCommittee are to be submitted by email to the Camogie Secretary Orla Mullany 

(omullanybbse@gmail.com)by Tuesday 25th November 2014. 

Chairperson 

Vice-Chairperson 

Secretary 

Treasurer/Registrar 

Board Delegates (Senior and Minor) 

Children’s Officer 



Communications/PRO 

Referee Co-ordinator 

Sponsorship Co-ordinator 

 

The Boden Theatre Group 

 

 

The Boden Theatre Group would like to sincerely thank everyone who came to see "Many 

Young Men Of Twenty" over the four night run. The audiences were amazing and graciously 

gave the cast and crew a standing ovation each night. The feedback from the audiences was 

excellent so we hope they come back to see the group perform "Dancing At Lughnasa" in 

March 2015. We would also like to thank the club for giving us the hall for rehearsals and for 

the week of the play to prepare and set up the stage. 

 

Strictly Boden 



 

 

 

Gala Night Sat 22nd Nov 



 

 

 

Baby joy 



 

 

 

Academy Notice 

Please see HERE for important info for Academy Parents regarding the Indoor Hall Sessions 

which begin this Sat Nov 15th. 

 

Wine tasting night !!!! 

Wine tasting night Fri Nov 21st, in the club house. All welcome and bring a friend !!!! 

 

Live on the BIG screen 
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Table Quiz Thursday 20th November 2014 - Please Support 



 

 

 

Lotto Draw Week 48 Mon 17th Nov 



 

 

There was no winner of the Jackpot 

There were no match 1st Three Winners 

Weekly Subscribers Draw 

Fr Jimmy Murphy, Carmelite Community, Gort Mhuire 

 

Bingo EVERY Tuesday 8.30PM 
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